Unlock the unlimited potential of the cloud and leverage AIS to make the most of this shift for your enterprise. Since 2010, AIS has been building our capabilities with Azure and AWS, working with nearly 50 enterprise clients on their cloud initiatives. Through this experience, we have developed a reusable pattern known as the “Cloud Adoption Framework”. No matter where you are in your journey to the cloud, this framework can be used in full or in part to accelerate and make the most of your cloud investment.
Cloud Adoption Framework: **Process**

1. **Education & Training** - know why you are moving to the cloud
2. **Azure Architecture & Governance** - develop a cloud architecture and governance strategy
3. **Base Infrastructure Build** - setup, configure, automate, deploy and document
4. **App Portfolio Assessment** - conduct an assessment to see which applications can be moved to the cloud
5. **App Migration** - determine a strategy to migrate your applications
6. **App Onboarding** - perform the application migration and optimize for the cloud
7. **AIS Cloud Support Services (optional)** - AIS is ready to handle on-going cloud operations and support

---

**Framework Benefits**

Solid frameworks are structures or approaches that inform and expand upon how a system is built. The foundation we build upon is compliance.

- **Don’t Stop at Lift and Shift** - AIS can take your existing lift and shift cloud efforts and transform them into PaaS and SaaS options for advantageous use of new Cloud technologies.
- **AIS Automation Capabilities** - Reduces your costs and speeds your migration of your systems into the cloud.
- **Sustainment Operations** - AIS manages your Cloud investment, leveraging new Cloud services increase efficiencies. Your continued success is our passion.